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Figure 5.8: Overview of the main results presented in paper [IV]. One- and two-photon absorption
spectra of bovine rhodopsin. Computed λa

max corresponding to photons with average half-energy value
of the OPA λa

max (full vertical lines and bold numbers with oscillator strength in parenthesis) and OPA
spectral bands for the first three transition of Rh obtained from the ten QM/MM models generated by the
ARM protocol at the extended multi-configurational level of theory (XMCQDPT2/cc-pVTZ//CASSCF/6-
31G(d)/AMBERmodels). The dashed vertical lines refer to standard 3-root state average CASPT2/6-31G(d)
level of theory used with ARM models to compute their S0 → S1 and S0 → S2 λ

a
max values. Adapted with

permission from Gholami et al.[47]. Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society.

achieve the quality necessary for such a computation, the WT-Rh S0 ARM QM/MM model

was improved by using an extended multi-configuration quasi-degenerate perturbation the-
ory (XMCQDPT2)[147] method, along with a correlation-consistent atomic basis set (cc-
pVTZ).[148] This level of theory is qualitatively superior to the single state CASPT2 method
normally used for ARM models (see Section 2.2.2). Moreover, to be able to carry out a con-
sistent comparison with the TPA spectrum, the standard OPA electronic spectrum was
re-computed using an 8-root state average (with equal weights) wave function while, usu-
ally, the simulation of the OPA properties of ARM models are evaluated at the 3-root SA
wave function level and 6-31G(d) level for the atomic basis (see Section 5.2.1).

The resulting OPA and TPA spectra (λamax and transition intensities) were compared
with the available experimental data. The corresponding results are reported in Figure
5.8. As further discussed in paper [IV], the computed OPA λamax = 475 nm for the first
transition (which differs from the 498 nm experimental value by less than 3.0 kcal mol−1)
is displayed as a stick spectrum and placed at double the wavelength (950 nm) required
for OPA excitation, to allow comparison with the OPA spectrum. Namely, the calculated
wavelength of photons that would be absorbed in a degenerate OPA transition. Similarly
the λamax predicted for the weaker OPA transition of λamax = 339 nm and placed at 678 nm
in the figure diagram, differs from the experimental data (number and reference) by only
0.2 kcal mol−1.

The OPA cross section (σTPA) is related to the imaginary part of the second hyperpo-
larizability. We have used a sum-over-state (SOS) approach based on the above mentioned
approximation employing an 8-root state average wave function and therefore 8 electronic
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states. As anticipated above, we assumed that the two simultaneously absorbed photons
are degenerate, namely of the same wavelength. The SOS calculation predicts an average
TPA σTPA of 472 GM at λamax of 950 nm, for the first band corresponding to the S0 →
S1 transition. The calculated σTPA value is comparable with the value reported for the
standard ChR2 optogenetics tool, which is ∼260 GM at 920 nm and, therefore, a vertical
excitation energy of 30 kcal mol−1. This suggests that ARM models may be useful to assist
the design of novel optogenetics tool with large σTPA values.

Future work will be devoted to the implementation of a computational protocol for the
automatic production of TPA spectra, inside the ARM package.

5.2.3 Non-adiabatic dynamics reveal coexisting reactive and non-reactive
bicycle-pedal isomerization channels in heliorhodopsins

Thesis 9

This section present the main findings of the Master’s Thesis carried out by the
student Riccardo Palombo, under the supervision of Professor Massimo Olivucci and
co-supervision of Ph.D. candidate Leonardo Barneschi. 2020.

Contribution: I provided the a-ARM technology employed for i) the generation of
the ground-state S0 QM/MM models, including the protocols for the generation of
mutants and the analysis of color tuning, and ii) the production of excited-state
S1 QM/MM models, including the protocols for the FC trajectories and relaxed-
scan calculations. In addition, I provided technical/scientific support during the
realization of the project and the discussion of the results. Finally, I contributed to
the development and implementation of the automatic driver for the generation of
the initial conditions.

The research work carried out in the master’s thesis of Palombo comprehends the
QM/MM modeling of the Thermoplasmatales archaeon heliorhodopsin (TaHeR), which is
a representative member of the heliorhodopsin (HeR) family recently discovered in 2018.

As previously described in Section 1.1.1, members of this new rhodopsin family differ
strongly from the two well-known microbial (type I) and animal rhodopsin (type II) families
in terms of either structural and phylogenetical features (see Figure 1.1). Furthermore, for
HeRs there is not enough available information on neither its mechanism of photoisomeriza-
tion, nor its biological function. Nevertheless, recent experimental evidence (i.e., via time
resolved absorption) suggests that HeRs exhibit a photochemical reactivity similar to that
of type-I rhodopsins.[26]

A comprehensive study on both TaHeR ground and photo-excited state properties, inside
the framework of computational photochemistry and photobiology, would be informative, in
order to gain further understanding on the photochemistry and, specifically, on the primary
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fact, it also corroborates the fact that an improvement in the strategy adopted for the pro-
tonation states prediction (step 4 of Figure 3.1B) is mandatory for the fully automatization
of the protocol.

Beyond the modeling of the WT, ARM QM/MM models for a set of 11 TaHeR and 8 Rh
mutants were generated in order to predict trends in λamax. By using the setup for the
customized model of TaHeR (i.e., customized protonation states) and the default model of
Rh, the produced ARM QM/MM models for the 19 mutants reproduce the experimental trend,
exhibiting a MAE of 1.2 kcal mol−1 and a MAD of 0.8 kcal mol−1. The strategy employed
for the generation of those mutants is the one explained in Section 5.1.3. The above results
represent another achievement for the a-ARM protocol, in terms of its capability for the
prediction of mutant structures and absorption properties.

In the second part of the work, both WT TaHeR and Rh ARM QM/MM models were
employed to perform a thorough study of the excited state dynamics (i.e., time evolution on
1500 fs on the S1 excited state), using the procedure described in Section 5.2.1, but using a
small population of 50 structures instead of the default 200. In spite of the limited number
of trajectories, the findings of Palombo provide qualitative insights into the unidentified
dynamic factors influencing the S1/S0 relaxation processes of the excited-states population
of TaHeR. It is worth to mention that this work represents the first theoretical attempt to
elucidate the actual mechanism of the photoisomerization of the retinal in the HeRs family.
In line with experimental evidence, the in silico simulations supports the experimentally
documented isomerization of the retinal around the C13=C14 double bond (see Figure 2.1).
The associated mechanism is similar to the one elucidated for some microbial rhodopsins,[26]
where an aborted bicycle-pedal (ABP) mechanism couples the counterclockwise deformation
of the reactive C13=C14 double bond with the clockwise rotation of the adjacent C15=N
double bond, the latter aborted upon decay. Moreover, an additional unproductive S1 decay
channel dominated by the clockwise rotation of the C11=C12 was characterized. At the
best of our knowledge, this photodynamic behavior has not been elucidated for members
of the microbial (type I) family. This finding suggests that the photoisomerization of HeRs
follows a particular mechanism that differs from the one exhibited by both animal and
microbial families. Furthermore, the computed photoisomerization QYs (0.22 and 0.72 for
TaHeR and Rh, respectively), are in good agreement with the experimental ones (0.20 and
0.67).[26, 149]

Finally, I would like to highlight the fact that beyond the study of the well-known
microbial and animal rhodopsins, the a-ARM protocol is suitable for modeling the ground
and excited-states of the recently discovered HeRs family.
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5.3 Emission properties simulation and engineering of fluo-
rescent rhodopsins

As presented in Chapter 4, the research on excited-state S1 QM/MM ARM QM/MM models,
as carried out in this doctoral Thesis, is focused on the achievement of a technology for
the in silico engineering of fluorescent rhodopsins. In this section, I will present two ap-
plications that attempts to i) gain further insight into the different factors that determine
fluorescence for specific WT microbial rhodopsins and, use such information in order to ii)
modulate/enhance their fluorescent properties via point mutations. As we will see below,
we studied the light-emission properties of two WT microbial rhodopsins, that have been
reported as potential candidates for optogenetics applications: Archaerhodopsin 3 (Arch3)
from Halorubrum sodomense, that exhibits measurable voltage dependence of fluorescence
efficiency and has been suggested as a possible voltage indicator; and Anabaena Sensory
Rhodopsin (ASR), a light sensor from the fresh water eubacterium Anabaena, considered as
a photoswitchable fluorescent probe.

5.3.1 Refining QM/MM methodologies to study the mechanism of fluo-
rescence in microbial rhodopsins

In preparation 10

This section present the main findings of the Master’s Thesis carried out by the
student Leonardo Barneschi, under the supervision of the Professor Massimo Olivucci
and co-supervision of PhD candidate Laura Pedraza-González (me).

Contribution: I contributed to the design, supervision and execution of the general
project. More specifically, I brought technical/scientific support for i) the method-
ological development, ii) the corresponding calculations, and iii) the analysis of the
produced results.

In the master’s thesis of Barneschi, we used a first version of the protocol as defined in
Chapter 4 (but not the automatic computational implementation)3 as a first attempt to-
wards the investigation of the excited state properties of four microbial rhodopsin variants:
the WT Archorhodopsin-2 and Archorhodopsin-3 (Arch2 and Arch3), and the Arch3-based
mutants QuasAr1 (=Arch3 P60S-T80S-D95H-D106H-F161V) and QuasAr2 (=QuasAr1
H95Q). Whereas Arch2 does not present reported fluorescent properties, Arch3 exhibit
low Fluorescence quantum yield (φf ).[114, 115] Furthermore, QuasAr1 and QuasAr2[116]
were expressed when searching for candidates to be used as Genetically Encodable Voltage
Indicator (GEVI) with improved fluorescence with respect to Arch3. Indeed, these two

3The computational implementation of the a_arm_fluorescence_searcher into the a-ARM protocol was
performed after the development of Barneschi’s thesis.
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mutants exhibit red-shifted maximum absorption and emission wavelengths and enhanced
fluorescent φf and ESL properties.[116] Therefore, the comparison of these variants could
give information on if and how excited states properties change for non-fluorescent, dim-
fluorescent and enhanced-fluorescent rhodopsinic probes. For this reason, we focused our
research on emphasizing the differences in the excited states properties of the QuasArs with
respect to the wild types Arch2 and Arch3. In this regard, the in silico modeling of these
systems by using the a-ARM protocol, represents an invaluable resource for the understand-
ing of fluorescence enhancement mechanisms, which, in turn, is needed to help and drive
the design of highly efficient GEVI.

We first attempted the generation of the S0 QM/MM ARM QM/MM models and the study
of ground-state properties. Since the X-ray structure for Arch3 had not yet been elucidated
at the time of the master’s thesis production, we used a strategy for comparative modeling
to generate the 3D structure of Arch3 and its variants QuasAr1 and QuasAr2. To this aim,
as original work of Barneschi’s thesis, we developed a semi-automatic computational tool for
the generation of comparative models of rhodopsins, conceived as a python-based driver to
link, in a proper workflow, specific routines of the popular MODELLER[110] computational
biology software.

Having available the X-ray structure of Arch2 and the comparative models of Arch3,
QuasAr1 and QuasAr2, we generated the corresponding S0 QM/MM models. Therefore,
the experimentally observed trend in ∆EaS1−S0 was reproduced with an error bar of 2.5
kcal mol−1 blue-shifted. Furthermore, by using the methodology described in Section 3.1.3,
we provided insights into the electrostatic effects (e.g., between the rPSB and the cavity
residues) modulating the color tuning red-shift on λamax observed in the QuasArs with
respect to Arch2 and Arch3.

In order to study the excited-states properties, we employed the above mentioned S0

equilibrium structures as an input for the generation of S1 QM/MM models. Then, we used
such structures for computing S1 relaxation paths along the photoisomerization coordinate
(C12-C13=C14-C15 torsional angle), using the strategy reported in section 4.1.3. As a result,
we identified a barrier-less path for both Arch2 and Arch3, while for the case of QuasAr1
and QuasAr2 the path exhibits an Isomerization barrier (EfS1) (see Figure 1.3). We propose
that these barriers have an isomerization-blocking effect reducing the non-radiative decay
rates in the QuasArs, thus justifying their longer fluorescent state lifetime (τFSS1 ).

Moreover, the reaction paths computed for the retinal chromophore in vacuum (i.e.,
extracting the retinal geometry from the protein environment and calculating the energy
without geometrical optimization), suggests that the electronic character of the first excited
state is differently modulated by the protein environment in the four models, thus provid-
ing a structural justification to the different photophysical behaviors. Particularly, in the
QuasArs the wavefunction character of the S1 state gains 1Ag (covalent, not reactive) char-
acter proceeding along the isomerization coordinate, while in both Arch2 and Arch3 the S1
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state is dominated by 1Bu (reactive) character throughout the path. Therefore, the origin
of the torsional barrier could be identified through the analysis of the different electrostatic
environment of the QuasArs cavities and their effect on the S1 wavefunction.

Finally, a complementary analysis was performed by computing semiclassical molecular
dynamics, using the procedure described in Section 4.1.2, to further support the conclusions
presented above from the reaction paths study. With this analysis we confirmed that the
identified EfS1 are actually determining slower excited state dynamics in the QuasArs, which
do not undergo photoisomerization along a 400 fs FC trajectory, as opposed to Arch2 and
Arch3 that photoisomerizes in less than 150 fs. Furthermore, from these trajectories it is
possible to identify a strong S1/S0 wavefunctions coupling in QuasAr1 and QuasAr2, which
is also observed in the reaction paths.

One of the outcome perspectives of this work was to reproduce the same kind of anal-
ysis with a set of recently reported Arch3 variants displaying fluorescence quantum yields
superior to the QuasArs. Another one was the development and implementation of a new
feature of our QM/MM framework, aimed at performing automatically the tasks required to
investigate the excited states properties in rhodopsins, to move a step forward in the race to
drive the rational design and engineering of rhodopsin variants with enhanced fluorescence
and desired spectral properties such as λamax and λfmax. As we have seen in Chapter 4, these
points were achieved as a original work of my doctoral thesis.

5.3.2 «Paper [VI]» Automated QM/MM Model Screening of Rhodopsin
Variants Displaying Enhanced Fluorescence

In preparation 11

The content of this Section is an overview of the main findings reported in Chapter
4. The associated manuscript is currently in preparation.

Contribution: This is an original result of the research work carried out in this doc-
toral thesis. I contributed to the methodological design of the a-ARM rhodopsin
fluorescence screening, and carried out its computational implementation, as the
a_arm_fluorescence_searcher driver, into the ARM software package. In addition,
I carried out the corresponding calculations (benchmark, validation and application),
and the analysis of the produced results. In addition, currently, I am working on the
first version of the draft of the manuscript.
Moreover, I conceived the idea of the ARM software package, as a computational tool
for the QM/MM modeling of photo-excited states of rhodopsin variants, and made
the implementation, from scratch, of each of the protocols reported in Figure 1.4.

In this work, I and my collaborators present the blueprinting, implementation and bench-
marking of a novel protocol for automatic QM/MM model screening of rhodopsin variants
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displaying an enhanced fluorescence with respect to their wild type form. The so-called
a-ARM rhodopsin fluorescence screening, introduced in Chapter 4, is implemented through
a driver written into the Python-based ARM software package (see Appendix A). Such novel
a_arm_fluorescence_searcher driver incorporates three sequential phases, each acting
as an independent filter to categorize rhodopsin variants as dim-fluorescent or enhanced-
fluorescent systems. It has also a “one-click” command-line architecture capable of executing
all phases without any user decision/intervention beyond the provided input (a list of target
rhodopsin variants along with their a-ARM QM/MM models) and generate the output (a
list containing the selected potentially enhanced-fluorescent candidates).

The performance of the protocol and its implementation is assessed using a set of 10 mi-
crobial (Archaea) rhodopsin variants (wild-type Archeorhodospin-3 and 9 of its red-shifted
mutants) with available experimental data on photophysical properties related to their flu-
orescent behavior, such as emission wavelength (λfmax), excited state lifetime (ESL) and
(indirectly) fluorescence quantum yield (QYf ). It is also shown that the protocol success-
fully reproduced trends in λfmax and QYf and, therefore, was able to select the most likely
enhanced-fluorescent candidates in agreement with experimental evidence. Furthermore, in
order to apply the protocol as a predictive tool we evaluated a set of 18 rhodopsin variants
that have not been experimentally investigated in terms of fluorescence behavior. We found
that 12 out of the 17 candidates can be proposed as possible fluorescent candidates, to be
proven experimentally. Finally, we demonstrated that our proposed screening protocol is,
therefore, suitable not only for verifying fluorescent candidates already tested experimen-
tally (thus, using their corresponding QM/MM models as valid investigation tools), but also
for in silico proposing new fluorescent candidates, to be experimentally investigated.
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Concluding remarks and future directions

The possibility of predicting, via computational modeling, the structure and properties of
light-responsive proteins has been a common goal pursued by many research groups worldwide
(including our LCPP), especially after the upturn in designing and application of QM/MM
methods in the mid 90’ties. As it has been widely discussed and, hopefully, demonstrated in
this Thesis, the development of QM/MM-based tools is still opening up new perspectives in
diverse research fields, providing information that is not, otherwise, easy to obtain through
the exclusive use of experimental tool kits. For instance, the in silico modeling of photo-
responsive proteins, including the major classes of biological photoreceptors, prior to wet
laboratory work (e.g., expression, purification, measurements), would (i) save months of la-
bor and raw materials, as well as avoid the generation of unnecessary waste, (ii) give insights
into the molecular-level mechanism of a photochemical or photophysical phenomenon that
could not be effectively experimentally elucidated (e.g., mechanisms for color tuning, photoi-
somerization or fluorescence), and (iii) allow the prediction of specific properties (e.g., pho-
todynamics) that can be more readily calculated than experimentally observed when atomic
and electronic details are sought.
Unfortunately, as pointed out in Section 2.1, a congruous and standardized QM/MM build-
ing strategy, capable of effectively tackling points i-iii, is not straightforward to achieve. In
fact, this involves the setup of many different parameters, which are highly dependent on
the structural and electronic features of the investigated system. Also, regrettably, when
comparative studies are of relevance, one has to face the issue that QM/MM model building
processes are not driven by “black-box” protocols and a user must, not only exercise great
care during the selection of the appropriate QM and MM methods, but also understand the
details of the structure preparation. Such complexity, which expands the time necessary for
model building, impairs important applications in protein design and in comparative protein
studies.

6.1 Summary of the Thesis work, and conclusions

To overcome most of the above described limitations, the group where I have been carry-
ing out my Thesis research has developed, over the past few years, the original Automatic
Rhodopsin Modeling protocol (ARM), whose original version was published in 2016. Such
version was specifically designed and parameterized for the study of natural rhodopsin pro-
teins, and therefore focused on the description of their prosthetic group (i.e., the rPSB
chromophore) and its interactions with the surrounding amino acids forming the protein
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(opsin) cavity. Accordingly, the QM/MM models studied and further developed in this
Thesis feature the general structure of the ARM-based basic models (i.e., monomeric, gas-
phase and globally uncharged, with electrostatic embedding), as described in Section 2.2.1.

Although the methodological approach of ARM, described in Section 2.2, was demon-
strated to be suitable for the QM/MM model generator , it also showed important issues with
the input generation as well as with its automation. Therefore, as described in Section 2.2.3,
the first task of the present work was the identification and possible solution of these limita-
tions of ARM. Briefly, in its original version, ARM was substantially a semiautomatic (i.e.,
not fully automated) protocol since (i) the generation of its input was achieved through
a «manual manipulation» of the template structure and (ii) the code for the production
of the QM/MM calculations was written as a collection of bash scripts not interconnected
through a general driver (i.e., there was no «ARM program»). Due to possible different user
choices and setups in the preparation of the initial structure, point (i) clearly undermines
reproducibility, which was not guaranteed. On the other hand, due to (ii), the execution of
the different scripts for the generation of a single model was time-consuming and laborious
to handle. These were worrisome aspects that we attempted to abolish, in order to remove
the user-dependency on the models and results produced.

Accordingly, the real challenge taken with this doctoral Thesis was the design of an
updated ARM methodological framework, leading to full «automation», rather than con-
ventional user manipulation, of the QM/MM building. In this context, my research work
has addressed the general problem of «standardization and automation» of QM/MM models
applicable to Rhodopsins, whose structure and relevant features (e.g., diversity, function, ap-
plications) have been summarized in Section 1.1. As stated in the Thesis title, the latter was
achieved via the “blueprinting, implementation and application of fully automatic protocols
for the QM/MM modeling of photo-excited states of rhodopsin variants”. Indeed, I dealt with
the development and implementation of the four protocols reported in Chapters 3 and 4.
After benchmarking and validation, they have been applied to WT and mutant rhodopsins,
with potential applications in optogenetics. As reported in Chapter 5, the prediction of
trends in light-induced, light-emitted and photodynamics properties, were demonstrated
creating opportunities for the understanding of the mechanisms of color tuning and fluores-
cence emission. In conclusion, in the present section I will highlight the scientific achieve-
ments and, to be completely transparent, the limitations identified during the development
and application of each a-ARM-based protocol.

6.1.1 Developing the ARM package

The first step towards the standarization and full automation of ARM was the development
of a-ARM. As reported in Section 3.1.1 and paper [I], a-ARM not only overcame the
automation drawbacks of the original version (see Section 2.2.3) but also included significant
methodological/computational improvements. The latter represents the accomplishment of
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the first research objective proposed in the Thesis and described in Section 1.3 (see
page 14). The achieved level of automation is accompanied by other features, such as speed
in preparing the model building input, and standardization and reproducibility of the final
model, when different users operate. In fact, the time required for preparing the input
for the QM/MM model construction is reduced from ca. 3 hours to less than 5 minutes,
with respect to the original ARM protocol. This is a consequence of the automation of
the different preparatory steps, thus avoiding the user manipulation of text files and/or
visualization of chemical structures. More specifically, a Python-based input file generator
subroutine was written to automate the assignment of the residues defining the chromophore
cavity, including the chromophore linker and counter-ions, the protonation state of ionizable
residues and, finally, the unambiguous placement of cytoplasmic and extracellular counter-
ions.

The benchmark calculations presented in Sections 3.1.1 and 4.2.1, demonstrated that
the resulting models are accurate enough for reproducing experimental trends in Maximum
absorption wavelength (λamax) (i.e., error bar of less than 4.0 kcal mol−1 blue-shifted), as
well as transferability to rhodopsins of very different sequence. Indeed, the benchmarks and
applications reported above have included around 150 Wild-type and mutant rhodopsins
of animal, microbial and heliorhodopsins types (even viral), that exhibit different rPSB
configurations in the DA state (i.e., 11-cis, all-trans, 9-cis and 13-cis).

An important feature of the input file generator of a-ARM, is that it can be used in two
complementary ways: 1) a default (a-ARMdefault) model is constructed when using a fully
automated mode and in most of the cases reproduces the trend in λamax, 2) a customized
(a-ARMcustomized) model is required when the automatically constructed one does not fol-
low the trend. In this case, parameters such as the protonation states and/or side-chain
conformations of specific residues are modified semi-automatically when, for instance, one
incurs in issues that the present version of a-ARM cannot treat successfully. Such limita-
tion, discussed on page 39, can be summarized as: (a) the need of a more sophisticated
strategy that correctly assigns the protonation states of the ionizable residues, (b) the lack
of a methodology for the generation of homology models and (c) a too approximate protocol
for the prediction of side-chain conformations of mutated residues (i.e., use of the rotamer
library SCWRL4). Points (a)-(c) represent current research objectives (notice that point
(a) was partially addressed in the present Thesis) that, once achieved, will lead to a wider
than current applicability of the fully automated a-ARM protocol.

Nevertheless, as shown in Section 3.1.4, a different strategy for the prediction of side-
chain conformations in mutants was recently proposed. This alternative approach, that
employs a customized setup of Modeller (a software for comparative modeling), led to the
production of more accurate mutant models relative to their ability to predict absorption
wavelengths. However, although such progress allowed to expand the set of successfully
modeled rhodopsin mutants, this could mainly be used for the rationalization of experimen-
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tal results and not for predictions. Notice that a further description of the limitations and
pitfalls of this subroutine are specified on page 51.

Until this point, we only have mentioned the QM/MMmodel construction improvements
brought about by a-ARM. Beyond such development, this doctoral Thesis has also allowed
the writing, from scratch, of a new, user-friendly Python-based software package, called ARM,
conceived for the easy-use of each protocol as a “one-click” command-line tool or, in certain
cases, as a Web-interface (see Section 3.1.2). The modular framework of the package, that
was initially envisioned for the study of natural rhodopsins, presents a flexible architecture
suitable to be generalized to other photoreceptors. As a first step in such a direction the
current implementation is suitable for the study of rhodopsins featuring artificial retinal-like
chromophores (work in progress). After its publication in 2019, the a-ARM protocol was
implemented into the ARM package as a general driver called a_arm_qmmm. More specifi-
cally, the two phases of the protocol, input file generator and QM/MM model generator ,
were implemented as the a_arm_input_generator and a_arm_qmmm_generator modules,
respectively, which are sequentially executed by the driver. I remark that the characteris-
tics of the drivers and package, created an application-programming tool, capable of making
complex workflows/protocols available to users with minimal knowledge of programming.
As described below, such tool can also function as the base to develop new modules and
drivers, which can be easily achieved with only a minimal modification of the code.

6.1.2 Developing protocols to compute ground-state properties

The achieved S0 QM/MM models generated with the a-ARM protocol, represent a suitable
input for further studies. Such studies concerns the second research objective pro-
posed in the present Thesis, and described in Section 1.3 (see page 15). To achieve this
scope, two new protocols have been designed. The first protocol provides a tool to perform
rhodopsin color tuning analysis automatically, so as to reveal steric and electrostatic effects,
between the rPSB chromophore and the surrounding amino acid residues. In other words,
a tool to study how the protein cavity modulates the energy of the S0 and S1 states and,
consequently, the absorption wavelength (see Section 3.1.3). Currently, in spite of a relevant
number of successful applications, the protocol still presents limitations in the elucidation of
indirect electrostatic contributions (i.e., reorganization of the local environment, Hydrogen-
bond networks (HBN) rearrangement). The protocol is implemented into the ARM package
as the a_arm_color_tuning driver.

The second protocol allows the simulation of One-Photon Absorption (OPA) spectra,
and the subsequent production of initial conditions for the study of the excited state dy-
namics, also allowing to estimate the Photoisomerization quantum yield (QY) (see Section
5.2.1). The general workflow of the protocol takes inspiration from a methodology previously
designed in our laboratory. The main drawback of such strategy was its actual implemen-
tation, consisting in a series of bash-sell scripts not interconnected by a general driver. As
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a result, to produce a single OPA spectrum, e.g, simulated with 200 initial structures, a
specialized user had to handle at least 1000 calculations ensuring the adequate parsing of
input/output files through the phases. Moreover, there was no documented benchmark-
ing of the parameters yielding the best compromise between accuracy and computational
cost (e.g., wall-time, memory). With its implementation as the a_arm_opa driver in ARM,
the protocol was substantially simplified, up to being reduced to the execution of a single
command-line, which receives the specification of the required parameters in a single file.

6.1.3 Developing protocols to compute excited-state properties, and
screening for fluorescent rhodopsin variants

The a-ARM S0 QM/MM models can also be employed for the production of excited-states
models and prediction/rationalization of light-emission (e.g., fluorescence). In fact, one main
motivation of this Thesis was the design and implementation of a a-ARM-based computa-
tional tool allowing the high-throughput study of fluorescent microbial rhodopsins. This is,
in fact, the third research objective of this Thesis as described in Section 1.3 (see page
15). The developed methodology, reported in Chapter 4, was designed for gaining insights
into the molecular-level details of possible fluorescence enhancement mechanisms, where the
fluorescent species corresponds to the initial dark state of the rhodopsin photocycle.

This is the a-ARM rhodopsin fluorescence screening protocol, composed of three differ-
ent phases able to categorize a rhodopsin as dim- or enhanced-fluorescent, with respect to a
reference WT. The information provided by each phase allows to elucidate and understand
the factors that determine rhodopsin fluorescence and, possibly, learn how to modulate
it, with the ultimate goal of designing in silico highly fluorescent candidates for applica-
tions in optogenetics. As discussed in Chapter 4, the protocol was implemented as the
a_arm_fluorescence_searcher driver, which has been written in an user-oriented fashion
and it is able to configure and execute automatically the three phases. Indeed, the presented
protocol requires, as the only input, a set of S0 equilibrium rhodopsin QM/MM models gen-
erated by the a-ARM protocol (i.e., via the a_arm_qmmm driver) and a minimal input file
with the necessary computational instructions. Furthermore, the driver is launched through
a user-friendly command-line interface removing complicated setup procedures.

The protocol starts with the parallel execution of Phase I (i.e., via the a_arm_emission
module), for all proposed variants (i.e., each as a different process). Each process produces,
as output file, the optimized S1 geometry (i.e., PLA structure). The overall Phase I output
is a list of potentially fluorescent candidates, along with their λfmax, calculated based on
the PLA structure. Phase II starts (i.e., via the a_arm_fc module) immediately after the
presence of the PLA is verified, and it is based on quantum-classical trajectory calculations.
If a CI has not been reached within 200 fs of simulation time, the rhodopsin is considered as
a potential fluorescent candidate. The overall output is a list of potentially fluorescent can-
didates, along with the corresponding λfmax corrected including kinetics energy, calculated
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as the average ∆EfS1−S0 along the Franck-Condon (FC) trajectory.[49] Finally, Phase III is
computed (i.e., via the a_arm_relaxed_scan module) for the candidates selected in Phase
II. The main output is a list of potentially fluorescent variants, along with the calculated
Relaxed scan (RS) isomerization path and the computed EfS1, as well as a provided estimate
of the trend in excited state lifetimes/fluorescence quantum yields. In conclusion, after the
driver is launched, all the operations for Phases I-III (e.g., calculations submission; parsing
of input/output files/data; calculation of photochemical properties; data mining; elabora-
tion of diagrams, figures and tables) are managed internally without user intervention.

In order to assess the performance of such fluorescence screening protocol, I have studied
three limited sets of rhodopsins (see Tables 4.1 and 4.2). The first set, called benchmark set,
was employed for testing the reliability of the S0 equilibrium a-ARM models used to start
the screening protocol. It includes 43 variants and it is therefore expanded with respect to
the one used in the initial benchmak of a-ARM (36 new studied variants). I found that the
observed trend is qualitatively reproduced with an error bar lower than 4.0 kcal mol−1 on
the predicted λamax. This is a positive result of the a-ARM protocol in terms of the above
described transferability, since it can be employed for the modeling not only of animal and
microbial rhodopsins, but also for heliorhodopsin variants and viral rhodopsins.

The second set, namely the application set, comprises microbial (Archaea) rhodopsins
already used as fluorescence reporters in optogenetics, with reported experimental data on
λfmax and φf . Such set was used for testing the ability of the proposed screening protocol to
predict trends in rhodopsin fluorescence. I found that all “selected” potentially fluorescent
rhodopsins have been experimentally shown to be useful emitters. However, the trend of φf ,
in principle proportional to the computed isomerization barriers, is not correctly predicted
for all the members of the set. Only 6 out of the 10 variants present a clear relationship
between EfS1 and φf . A further analysis of the computed trend in λamax and λfmax, revealed
that they are better reproduced by the variants that have the correlation EfS1/φf (i.e., Arch3,
Arch5, Arch7, Archon2, QuasAr1, QuasAr2 and D95E/T99C/V59A). Future work will be
devoted to the analysis of the ground-state models of the variants that do not reproduce
the trends in fluorescence. Such analysis will be directed to the evaluation of the homology
models in terms of the side-chain conformations of the mutated residues (with respect to
the X-ray structure of the WT Arch3), and the surrounding amino acids of the chromophore
cavity. However, this is an example where the produced S0 ARM QM/MM models shows clearly
shortcomings in excited-states modelling.

The third set, called search set, was employed for predicting the excited-state behavior
of existing (i.e., successfully expressed in the lab) rhodopsin mutants of ASR and for ranking
them according to their chances of being fluorescent. From 18 studied variants I proposed
13 possible candidates, 11 of which could be studied experimentally in the future.

In conclusion, the study of three distinct rhodopsin sets demonstrate that the presented
driver and protocol allow for a practical screening of fluorescence rhodopsins of possible
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interest for optogenetic studies. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first reported
effort for providing a computational tool for the automatic search of fluorescent proteins.
Nevertheless, to increase the degree of reliability of the protocol, the quality of the produced
QM/MM model must be improved. I have reported the pitfall and limitations of each of its
phases in Section 4.3.

6.1.4 Applications of a-ARM to predict photophysical and photochemical
properties

The final fourth research objective of the Thesis is the application of the protocols
for the production of either S0 or S1 QM/MM models, and the prediction of related pho-
tophysical and photochemical properties. In Chapter 5 I presented a concise review about
different applications carried out exploiting the a-ARM protocol and, directly or indirectly,
the methods proposed in the present Thesis. These are divided into three categories: i)
mutants generation and color tuning analysis, ii) absorption band and photodynamics sim-
ulations and iii) light emission and fluorescent rhodopsins. Such applications of a-ARM
provide valuable information on i) the level of accuracy of QM/MM models, ii) how to
apply such models as starting point for representing a ground-state equilibrated molecular
population and its photodynamics, and iii) excited states potential energy surfaces explo-
ration, respectively.

Finally, the carried out benchmark and application studies have provided information
on the methodological pitfalls and limits that currently restrain the ARM-based protocol
applicability. On the other hand, I believe that the presented work has created a new auto-
mated computational infrastructure that will facilitate the further refinement and accuracy
enhancement of ARM models. Accordingly, I believe the presented work constitutes a fur-
ther step towards the design of an automated computational tool applicable to biologically
or technologically important photoresponsive proteins.

6.2 Scope for future study

In spite of the encouraging outcome of the applications reported in this Thesis, additional
work has to be done for providing the scientific community with a robust tool that can
be systematically applied to the study and design of sizable rhodopsin arrays. Much of
its future success will depend on further improvements in the construction of the a-ARM
model and, in particular, to the models of rhodopsin mutants. Some of the envisioned urgent
improvements are:
• Since rhodopsin structural data are rarely available and still difficult to obtain ex-
perimentally, it would be important to integrate, in an automatic fashion, compara-
tive modeling technologies in the protocol for a-ARM model building. It is possible
that with such tool one could achieve a protocol capable of producing more accu-
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rate QM/MM models starting directly from the constantly growing repositories of
rhodopsin sequences. This target is currently pursued in our lab.
• The above item is also related to the improvement of mutant models generation and
screening. As a perspective of this work, I suggest to introduce a mutant generator
routine using proper comparative (homology) modeling instead of just modifying lo-
cally the mutated side-chain conformation. I believe that this would solve some of the
issues described above.
• Methods for improving the prediction of the residue protonation states during the
construction of ARM QM/MM models are being presently investigated in our lab (see for
instance a preliminary study in Ref. 93).
• As mentioned in Chapter 4, the a_arm_fluorescence_searcher driver makes possible

the parallel and automated study of full arrays of rhodopsins. In future applications,
the target will be the study of entire arrays of hundreds of these systems.
• Currently, the a-ARM rhodopsin model building protocol is the only a-ARM-based
tool implemented in the Web-ARM interface and, therefore, accessible through the
web. Future efforts will be devoted to the implementation of the four protocols de-
scribed above as utilities of the Web-ARM interface.
• It is my hope that the encouraging results of the different applications presented in
this Thesis, will promote collaborations with experimental laboratories to increase
synergistic work, and achieve a further understanding of fundamental phenomena
related to the study of light-responsive proteins.
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Appendix A

The ARM software package

Initial personal remarks

Beyond the methodological development described in Chapters 3-5, this doctoral Thesis has
also allowed the writing, from scratch, of a new user-friendly Python-based software package,
called ARM, conceived for the easy-use of QM/MM protocols, as a “one-click” command-line
tool. The modular framework of the package, that was initially envisioned for the study of
natural rhodopsins, presents a flexible architecture suitable to be generalized to other pho-
toreceptors. As a first step in such a direction the current implementation is suitable for the
study of rhodopsins featuring artificial retinal-like chromophores (work in progress). I remark
that the characteristics of the drivers and package, created an application-programming tool
making complex workflows/protocols available to users with minimal knowledge on program-
ming. As described below, with such tool new modules and drivers can be easily achieved
with only a minimal modification of the code.

ARM is a Python-based portable software package, that implements protocols designed
to largely automate the process of studying reactive and non reactive excited states of
rhodopsin proteins. The general structure of the package is illustrated in Figure A.1.
Presently, the core computational protocol included in the package is the a-ARM rhodopsin
model building (see Refs. 61 and 62); a protocol for the automated construction of QM/MM
models of rhodopsins that leverages the [Open]Molcas/TINKER interface[73–75] between
quantum chemistry and molecular mechanics software packages.

All components of the ARM package are modular, i.e. independent of the context in
which they are used. In this respect, a user can simply use a module to perform a given
type of application (e.g., calculate a quantum-classical trajectory) or use a driver to launch a
protocol connecting different modules and, thus, executing more complex applications (e.g.,
generate a QM/MM model, locate a fluorescent rhodopsin). Nevertheless, an experienced
user can also create a new driver, capable of performing a new type of application/analysis
based on a-ARM models and, therefore, within the limits of their accuracy.[61, 62, 79]
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Table A.1: Different instances of the a-ARM framework.
Instance Definition

Basic low-level function Basic importable function that performs a single, simple
and generic task. Example: Copy/move files, create folders,
calculate energy gaps, generate input file.

General high-level function General function that made use of basic low-level functions
to perform a more complex task. Can be used either as
importable or as stand-alone by parsing arguments in the
terminal. Example: quantum chemistry calculation.

Module Script that made use of both basic low-level and general
high-level functions to perform a complex task (i.e., semi-
protocol) that requires different stages. Can be used either
as importable for the drivers or as stand-alone by parsing
arguments in the terminal. Example: Input file generator
«a_arm_input_generator».

Driver Script that made use of the modules to implement a complex
protocol. Works as stand-alone by parsing arguments in
the terminal. Example: a-ARM rhodopsin model building
«a_arm_protocol»

§
ARM

software
package

[Open]
Molcas-
[73–75]

PROPKA3.1
[94]

PutIon
[61]

GROMACS
[72]

DOWSER
[71]

PDB2PQR
[150, 151]

Fpocket
[152]

MDAnalysis

Figure A.2: ARM software requirements

definition of each of these terms is provided in Table A.1 and an overview representation of
the ARM package is presented in Figure A.1.
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A.2.1.2 Preparing a QM/MM ARM model

The module for theQM/MM model generator , that works as stand-alone, should be launched
by using the command-line interface <a_arm_qmmm_generator>. To display the menu,
type the command:

a_arm_qmmm_generator -h

QM/MM model generator menu

[M
enu]

As observed, the first three are mandatory command-line arguments related with the
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A.2.2 a-ARM rhodopsin fluorescence screening

The a_arm_fluorescence_searcher driver, that implements a-ARM rhodopsin fluores-
cence screening protocol into the ARM package, allows for an automated screening of
rhodopsin variants (i.e., wild-type and mutants) displaying enhanced fluorescence, via
the execution of three phases. The driver has been written in an user-oriented fashion
and it is capable to configure and execute automatically a workflow based on a series of
modules. More specifically, Phase I, II and III correspond to three independent mod-
ules (i.e., a_arm_emission for Phase I, a_arm_fc for Phase II, and a_arm_relaxed_scan

for Phase III) executed sequentially (or, if needed, individually) by the driver. The
a_arm_fluorescence_searcher can be started by issuing the command:

a_arm_fluorescence_search -inp input.yaml

Section A.2.1.3 describes the input files required to start the driver. Sections A.2.2.2 –
A.2.2.4 describe the three different modules and their corresponding stages that constitute
the driver. Finally, Figure 4.9 exemplifies the «input.yaml» file with the computational
parameters for each phase of the protocol.

A.2.2.1 Computational details for geometry optimizations and energy re-
evaluation

The QM/MM setup for all the calculations performed by using the [Open]Molcas/Tinker
interface, through the ARM package, is consistent with that reported for the a-ARM rhodopsin
model building protocol in Refs. 61, 62 and 75 (see also Section 2.2.2). However, since
the a-ARM rhodopsin fluorescence screening protocol is more general and applied to the
simulation/analysis of electronic excited-states, and not limited to the ground state as in
a-ARM,[61, 62, 79] some remarkable methodological differences were introduced as follows:

First, for the QM/MM geometry optimizations instead of using a single state
CASSCF(12,12) level, as in a-ARM, we employ the State-Averaged (SA) level SAn-
CASSCF(12,12) to simultaneously compute the first n states with equal weight (i.e., n=1
for S0, n=2 for S1, n=3 for S2, etc.). Consequently, the reference state for the employed
gradient during geometry optimizations has to be specified. Furthermore, we use the mi-
croiteration technique for converging the MM subsystem geometry every step during the
geometry optimizations described in sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.3, whereas this technique is not
employed in section 4.1.2. As further detailed in Ref. 125, this technique allows to uncouple
the full QM/MM geometry optimization in two parts: (1) geometry optimization of the QM
subsystem in a frozen MM surroundings, using some second-order technique; (2) geometry
optimization of the MM subsystem seeing a fixed QM geometry, using a first-order tech-
nique. The energy of each structure produced during the three phases is re-evaluated via
single point three-root single-state CASPT2(12,12), in order to include dynamic correlation
effects to the electronic energy.
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Stage 0: Initial setup

1 Scope: This is a preliminary step to create the root folder that will contain the
sub-folders of the different calculations. In addition, all the variables assigned to
relevant information (e.g., input/output files names, folder names, number of states)
are storage as a dictionary in a pickle_features_s1 file, in pickle format. This file
serves for parsing the stored variables as arguments to the different routines of the
module, and it is updated each time that a new variable is defined. Indeed, it is the
only argument that routines R1.S1-R4.S1 receive/return to then unpack the specific
variables needed to operate.

1 Routine R0.S1: step_initial_setup_S1()
1 Root folder: <<S1_OPT_n-roots_project_name>>

Stage 1: Single point energy at the n-roots state-average level for S0

1 Scope: This is a preparatory step to re-evaluate at the n-roots state-average (SA)
level the wave function of the ground-state a-ARM QM/MM structure (S0min),
previously obtained at the single state CASSCF(12,12)/AMBER/6-31G(d) level with
the a-ARM protocol.[61, 62] This output wave function (file [C1] in Figure A.4) is
generated to be used as a reference in the S0 SAn QM/MM optimization performed
in Stage 2 (see Section A.2.2.2).

1 High-level function: arm_casscf_sp -xyz [A] -key [t!] -jobiph [C] -nr n
-o project_name

1 Routine R1.S1: step_arm_casscf_sp_s0(pickle_features_s1)
1 [Open]Molcas/Tinker template: sp_casscf.j2 {{n_roots}} = n
1 Working folder: <sp_casscf_n-roots_project_name>
1 input/outputs: <project_name_sp_casscf_n-roots.*>
1 Communicator file: <project_name_sp_casscf_n-roots.finished>

[-] Module: a_arm_emission
[-] Pickle file: project_name_S1_n-roots.pickle
[-] Current stage of the module: step_arm_casscf_sp_s0
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Stage 2: Geometry optimization re-evaluated at the n-roots state-average
level for FC point S0

1 Scope: In this step the FC point (S0min) structure is re-evaluated at the n-roots state-
average level, by re optimizing the input S0min geometry (file [A] in Figure A.4) but em-
ploying a n-roots SA-CASSCF(12,12)/AMBER/6-31G(d) level, although following the
gradient of the S0 state. This calculation is performed by using the microiteration tech-
nique, that is, converging the MM subsystem geometry every [Open]Molcas/Tinker
step.
As described above, the reference wave function (file [C1] in Figure A.4) is previously
obtained from a n-roots SAn-CASSCF/6-31G(d) single point calculation.

1 High-level function: arm_casscf_opt -xyz [A] -key [t!] -jobiph [C1]
-espf [D1] -nr n -rlx_root 1 -o project_name

1 Routine R2.S1: step_arm_casscf_opt_s0(pickle_features_s1)
1 [Open]Molcas/Tinker template: opt_casscf.j2
{{n_roots}} = n, {{rlxroot}}= 1

1 Working folder: <<opt_casscf_S0_n-roots_project_name>>
1 input/outputs: <project_name_opt_casscf_S0_n-roots.*>
1 Communicator file: <project_name_opt_casscf_n-roots.finished>

[-] Module: a_arm_emission
[-] Pickle file: project_name_S1_n-roots.pickle
[-] Current stage of the module: step_arm_casscf_opt_s0

Stage 3: Geometry optimization at the n-roots state-average level for S1

1 Scope: This is the most relevant step, that consists in the search for the first ex-
cited state minimum (S1min) structure along the S1 PES. To this aim, the FC
point updated in R2 (section A.2.2.2) (files [A2, D2, G2] in Figure A.4) is used
as the starting structure to perform a geometry optimization at the n-roots SAn-
CASSCF(12,12)/AMBER/6-31G(d) level, following the gradient of the S1 state. This
calculation is performed by using the microiteration technique, that is, converging the
MM subsystem geometry every [Open]Molcas/Tinker step.

1 High-level function: arm_casscf_opt -xyz [A2] -key [t!] -jobiph [C2]
-espf [D2] -nr n -rlx_root 2 -o project_name

1 Routine R1.S1: step_arm_casscf_opt_s1(pickle_features_s1)
1 [Open]Molcas/Tinker template: opt_casscf.j2 (Template
{{n_roots}} = n, {{rlxroot}} = 2

1 Working folder: <<opt_casscf_S1_n-roots_project_name>>
1 input/outputs: <project_name_opt_casscf_S1_n-roots.*>
1 Communicator file: <project_name_opt_casscf_n-roots.finished>

[-] Module: a_arm_emission
[-] Pickle file: project_name_S1_n-roots.pickle
[-] Current stage of the module: step_arm_casscf_opt_s1
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Stage 3.1: Energy re-evaluation at the n-roots CASPT2 level for S0

1 Scope: The energy of the FC point produced in R2 is re-evaluated via single point
m-roots single-state CASPT2(12,12)/6-31G(d) calculation. Then, the λamax is re-
computed by using the low-level function arm_molcas.calculate_gaps_molcas.

1 High-level function: arm_caspt2_sp -xyz [A2] -key [t!] -jobiph [C2] -mr
m -o project_name

1 Routine R3.1.S1: step_arm_caspt2_sp_s0(pickle_features_s1)
1 [Open]Molcas/Tinker template: sp_caspt2.j2
{{m_roots}} = m

1 Working folder: <<sp_caspt2_n-roots_project_name_S0>>
1 input/outputs: <project_name_sp_caspt2_S0_m-roots.*>
1 Communicator file: <project_name_sp_caspt2_S0_m-roots.finished>

[-] Module: a_arm_emission
[-] Pickle file: project_name_S1_n-roots.pickle
[-] Current stage of the module: step_arm_caspt2_sp_s0

This file is not required for the execution of successive routines.

Stage 3.2: Energy evaluation of the RET in vacuum at the n-roots CASPT2
level for S0

1 Scope: The energy of the retinal chromophore (RET) in vacuum, extracted from the
FC point, is evaluated via single point m-roots single-state CASPT2(12,12)/6-31G(d)
calculation.

1 High-level function: arm_caspt2_sp_ret -xyz [F2] -mr m -o project_name
1 Routine R3.2.S1: step_arm_caspt2_sp_ret_vacuum_s0(pickle_features_s1)
1 [Open]Molcas/Tinker template: sp_caspt2_ret51.j2
1 Working folder: <<sp_caspt2_ret51_n-roots_project_name_S0>>
1 input/outputs: <project_name_sp_caspt2_ret51_S0_m-roots.*>
1 Communicator file: <project_name_sp_caspt2_ret51_S0_m-roots.finished>

[-] Module: a_arm_emission
[-] Pickle file: project_name_S1_n-roots.pickle
[-] Current stage of the module: step_arm_caspt2_sp_ret_vacuum_s0

Stage 4: Convergence evaluation for S1 optimization

1 Scope: This subroutine evaluate the convergence of the geometry optimization within
100 steps. It returns YES or NO. If ’YES’ the module continues executing simultane-
ously routines R4.1 and R4.2; otherwise, it ends.

1 Routine R4.S1: step_check_convergence_s1(pickle_features_s1)
This file is not required for the execution of successive routines.
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Stage 4.1: Energy re-evaluation at the n-roots CASPT2 level for S1

1 Scope: The energy of the S1min point produced in R3 is re-evaluated via single
point m-roots single-state CASPT2(12,12)/6-31G(d) calculation. Then, the λfmax is
computed by using the low-level function arm_molcas.calculate_gaps_molcas.

1 High-level function: arm_caspt2_sp -xyz [A3] -key [t!] -jobiph [C3] -mr
m -o project_name

1 Routine R4.1.S1: step_arm_caspt2_sp_s1(pickle_features_s1)
1 [Open]Molcas/Tinker template: sp_caspt2.j2
{{m_roots}} = m

1 Working folder: <<sp_caspt2_n-roots_project_name_S0>>
1 input/outputs: <project_name_sp_caspt2_S1_m-roots.*>
1 Communicator file: <project_name_sp_caspt2_S1_m-roots.finished>

[-] Module: a_arm_emission
[-] Pickle file: project_name_S1_n-roots.pickle
[-] Current stage of the module: step_arm_caspt2_sp_s1

This file is not required for the execution of successive routines.

Stage 4.2: Energy evaluation of the RET in vacuum at the n-roots CASPT2
level for S1min

1 Scope: The energy of the retinal chromophore (RET) in vacuum, extracted from the
S1min, is evaluated via single point m-roots single-state CASPT2(12,12)/6-31G(d)
calculation.

1 High-level function: arm_caspt2_sp_ret -xyz [E3] -mr m -o project_name
1 Routine R4.2.S1: step_arm_caspt2_sp_ret_vacuum_s0(pickle_features_s1)
1 [Open]Molcas/Tinker template: sp_caspt2_ret51.j2
1 Working folder: <<sp_caspt2_ret51_n-roots_project_name_S1>>
1 input/outputs: <project_name_sp_caspt2_ret51_S1_m-roots.*>
1 Communicator file: <project_name_sp_caspt2_ret51_S1_m-roots.finished>

[-] Module: a_arm_emission
[-] Pickle file: project_name_S1_n-roots.pickle
[-] Current stage of the module: step_arm_caspt2_sp_ret_vacuum_s1

This file is not required for the execution of successive routines.

A.2.2.3 The a_arm_fc module

The a_arm_fc module implements an automated protocol for the computation of excited
state (S1) Franck-Condon Trajectory (FC) of rhodopsin proteins, using [Open]Molcas/Tinker
as software engine. FC are semi-classical (i.e. non-adiabatic) trajectories calculated with
zero initial velocities. These trajectories describe the average evolution of the corresponding
excited state population (i.e., S1) from the FC point to the Conical Intersection (CI), and
are propagate according to a deterministic surface-hop method implemented in the module
Dynamix, in [Open]Molcas/Tinker. Figure A.6 displays the workflow for the automatic pars-
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Stage 0: Initial setup

1 Scope: This is a preliminary step to create the root folder that will contain the
sub-folders of the different calculations. In addition, all the variables assigned to
relevant information (e.g., input/output files names, folder names, number of states)
are storage as a dictionary in a pickle_features_fc file, in pickle format. This file
serves for parsing the stored variables as arguments to the different routines of the
module, and it is updated each time that a new variable is defined. Indeed, it is the
only argument that routines R1.FC-R4.FC receive/return to then unpack the specific
variables needed to operate.

1 Routine R0.FC: step_initial_setup_fc()
1 Root folder: <<FC_TRAJ_n-roots_project_name>>

Stage 1: Single point energy at the n-roots state-average level for S0 (with-
out microiterations)

1 Scope: This is a preparatory step to re-evaluate at the n-roots state-average (SA)
level the wave function of the ground-state a-ARM QM/MM structure (S0min), pre-
viously obtained at the single state CASSCF(12,12)/AMBER/6-31G(d) level with the
a-ARM protocol.[61, 62] This calculations is performed without using the microitera-
tions technique. To this aim, the initial PE_key file is modified by including explicitly
all the MM atoms, corresponding to the side-chain of the amino acids and the waters
of the chromophore cavity, in the QM/MM section. The resulting wave function (file
[D1] in Figure A.6) is generated to be used as a reference in the S0 SAn QM/MM
optimization performed in Stage 2 (see Section A.2.2.3).

1 High-level function: arm_casscf_sp_fc -xyz [A] -key [t!] -jobiph [C]
-pdb [G] -cavity [H] -nr n -o project_name

1 Routine R1.FC: step_arm_casscf_sp_fc(pickle_features_fc)
1 [Open]Molcas/Tinker template: sp_casscf.j2
{{n_roots}} = n

1 Working folder: <<sp_casscf_n-roots_project_name>>
1 input/outputs: <project_name_sp_casscf_FC_n-roots.*>
1 Communicator file: <project_name_sp_casscf_n-roots.finished>

[-] Module: a_arm_fc
[-] Pickle file: project_name_FC_n-roots.pickle
[-] Current stage of the module: step_arm_casscf_sp_fc
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Stage 2: Geometry optimization re-evaluated at the n-roots state-average
level for FC point S0

1 Scope: In this step the FC point (S0min) structure is re-evaluated at the n-roots
state-average level, by re optimizing the input S0min geometry (file [A] in Figure
A.4) but employing a n-roots SAn-CASSCF(12,12)/AMBER/6-31G(d) level, although
following the gradient of the S0 state. This calculation is performed without using the
microiteration technique. As described above, the reference wave function (file [C1]
in Figure A.6) is previously obtained from a n-roots SAn-CASSCF/6-31G(d) single
point calculation.

1 High-level function: arm_casscf_opt_fc -xyz [A] -key [B1] -jobiph [C1]
-espf [D1] -pdb [G] -cavity [H] -nr n -rlx_root 1 -o project_name

1 Routine R2.FC: step_arm_casscf_opt_fc(pickle_features_fc)
1 [Open]Molcas/Tinker template: opt_casscf.j2
{{n_roots}} = n, {{rlxroot}}= 1

1 Working folder: <<opt_casscf_FC_n-roots_project_name>>
1 input/outputs: <project_name_opt_casscf_FC_n-roots.*>
1 Communicator file: <project_name_opt_casscf_n-roots.finished>

[-] Module: a_arm_fc
[-] Pickle file: project_name_FC_n-roots.pickle
[-] Current stage of the module: step_arm_casscf_opt_fc

Stage 3: Franck- Condon Trajectory calculated at the n-roots state-average
level from the FC point S0

1 Scope: This is the calculation of the Franck-Condon (FC) Trajectory at the n-
roots state-average SAn-CASSCF(12,12)/AMBER/6-31G(d) level. The microitera-
tion technique is not employed. This semi-classical (i.e., non-adiabatic) trajectory
is calculated, from the FC point structure (file [A2] in Figure A.6), with zero initial
velocities. The FC trajectories describe the average evolution of the corresponding
excited state population from the FC point, and are propagate according to a deter-
ministic surface-hop method. The protocol established here uses a time threshold of
500 fs (N= 400 steps) and an integration step of 1 fs.

1 High-level function: arm_casscf_traj_fc -xyz [A2] -key [B2] -jobiph [C2]
-espf [D2] -pdb [G] -cavity [H] -nr n -o project_name

1 Routine R3.FC: step_arm_casscf_traj_fc(pickle_features_fc)
1 [Open]Molcas/Tinker template: traj_casscf.j2
1 Working folder: <<traj_casscf_FC_n-roots_project_name>>
1 input/outputs: <project_name_traj_casscf_FC_n-roots.*>
1 Communicator file: <project_name_opt_casscf_n-roots_N.finished>, where N

is each of the 400 structures calculated during the FC trajectory.
[-] Module: a_arm_fc
[-] Pickle file: project_name_FC_n-roots.pickle
[-] Current stage of the module: step_arm_casscf_traj_fc
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Stage 4.1: Energy re-evaluation at the n-roots CASPT2 level for each of
the structures of the FC trajectory

1 Scope: The energy of the each of the N structures produced during the FC trajec-
tory in R3.FC is re-evaluated via single point m-roots single-state CASPT2(12,12)/6-
31G(d) calculation.

1 High-level function: arm_caspt2_sp -xyz [AN] -key [B2] -jobiph [CN] -mr
m -o project_name

1 Routine R4.1.FC: step_arm_caspt2_sp_fc(pickle_features_fc)
1 [Open]Molcas/Tinker template: sp_caspt2.j2
{{m_roots}} = m

1 Working folder: <<sp_caspt2_n-roots_project_name_N_FC>>
1 input/outputs: <project_name_N_FC_sp_caspt2_m-roots.*>
1 Communicator file: <project_name_sp_caspt2_FC_m-roots_N.finished>

[-] Module: a_arm_fc
[-] Pickle file: project_name_FC_n-roots.pickle
[-] Current stage of the module: step_arm_caspt2_sp_fc

This file is not required for the execution of successive routines.

Stage 4.2: Energy evaluation of the RET in vacuum at the n-roots CASPT2
level for each of the structures of the FC trajectory

1 Scope: The energy of the retinal chromophore (RET) in vacuum, extracted from each
of the N structures produced during the FC trajectory, is evaluated via single point
m-roots single-state CASPT2(12,12)/6-31G(d) calculation.

1 High-level function: arm_caspt2_sp_ret -xyz [EN] -mr m -o project_name
1 Routine R4.2.FC: step_arm_caspt2_sp_ret_vacuum_fc(pickle_features_s1)
1 [Open]Molcas/Tinker template: sp_caspt2_ret51.j2
1 Working folder: <<sp_caspt2_ret51_n-roots_project_name_N_FC>>
1 input/outputs: <project_name_sp_caspt2_ret51_FC_m-roots_N.*>
1 Communicator file: <project_name_sp_caspt2_ret51_FC_m-roots_N.finished>

[-] Module: a_arm_fc
[-] Pickle file: project_name_FC_n-roots.pickle
[-] Current stage of the module: step_arm_caspt2_sp_ret_vacuum_fc
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A.2.2.4 The a_arm_relaxed_scan module

The a_arm_relaxed_scan module implements an automated protocol for the computation
of the excited-state photo-isomerization path of the retinal Protonated Schiff Base (r-PSB)
(in protein environment and in vacuum), along the torsional motion of the reactive double-
bond, using as software engine [Open]Molcas/Tinker. Figure A.8 illustrates the specific
workflow for the automatic parsing of input/output variables or files, that takes as an in-
put the first-excited state S1min a-ARM QM/MM model (e.g., of the type generated
with the a_arm_emission module, Section A.4) and ends with the representation (graph-
ics and tables) of the relaxed scan (RS) energy profile re-evaluated at the n-roots SAn-
CASSCF(12,12)/AMBER//CASPT2(12,12)/6-31G(d) level and, in case that the rhodopsin
present an energy barrier S1/S0, the calculated energy barrier (EF ). For special cases of
rhodopsins without a located S1min, the RS can be computed for comparative purposes
(i.e., to be contrasted with another rhodopsin) by using as input the ground-state a-ARM
QM/MM model (see Section A.2.1.3).

The module, that works as stand-alone, can be launched by typing the command-line
interface illustrated in Figure A.9 and described as follows:

a_arm_rs -xyz PE_s1_xyz -jobiph PE_s1_jobiph -key PE_key -espf PE_s1_espf

-pdb PE_s0_pdb -o project_name [-nr n_roots] [-mr m_roots] [-s step_size]

where the first five are mandatory command-line arguments related with the files correspond-
ing to the first-excited state S1min a-ARM QM/MM model (i.e., -xyz, PE_S1_XYZ;,

-jobiph, PE_S1_JOBIPH; -espf PE_S1_ESPF; -key, PE_KEY; -pdb, PE_S0_PDB; see Sec-
tion A.2.2.2) and the name given to the project (i.e., -o; project_name), whereas the last
three are optional arguments to customize the number of states (n,m) to compute the state-
average SAn-CASSCF(12,12)/AMBER/6-31G(d) geometry optimizations (i.e.,-nr, [de-
fault=2]), the SAm-CASPT2(12,12)/6-31G(d) single point energies (i.e.,-mr, [default=3]),
and the step size to increase the torsional angle along the path (i.e.,-s, [default=5]). The
different stages/routines illustrated in Figure A.8 can be described as follows.
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